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Abstract
Measuring and aligning ontologies is the only remedy of ontology sharing and reuse. The management of the less expressive
target ontology is a complicated problem and such reduced expressivity often occurs due to poor implicit semantic knowledge
representation and the use of polymorphic objects. Efﬁcient sharing and reuse of knowledge is achieved by providing enhanced
expressivity by uncovering the implicit knowledge of the target domain and the detection of erasure of polymorphic objects. This
paper uses deontic logic based Graph Derivation Representation approach in order to provide enhanced expressivity of the target
ontologies. Distance based similarity metric is used in the proposed framework for the purpose of ontology reuse. The proposed
framework is implemented on several web datasets which shows the efﬁciency of the underlying algorithm. The effectiveness of
the experimental results is promising when compared to other Graph Derivation Representation methods that are evident from the
illustrated graphical results.
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction
Ontology is a term which means “theory of existence”. The main advantage of ontology that they provide a
knowledge – sharing framework that supports the representation and sharing of domain knowledge by formalizing
the content and information so ontology is said to be the body of knowledge. Ontologies have been widely applied in
many ﬁelds such as knowledge management1–3, Semantic Web4, information integration5–7, and semantic search8–10.
The underlying semantic knowledge of the target datasets can be well expressed using several knowledge
representation languages like logic. Out of several logic languages available for knowledge representation, ontology
can be expressed in different logics such as predication, fuzzy, temporal, situational, description logic and modal
logic. However, for certain data sets, the use of DL might not be feasible due to the presence of non-dominant words
in the target datasets. In such cases, the expressivity of the target data will be reduced, causing several issues like
instability and occurrence of polymorphic objects. Therefore, it is necessary to enhance the expressivity by uncovering
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the implicit semantic knowledge, providing expressivity is by using modal logic. Deontic logic is a kind of modal
logic and has a great impact of non-dominant words occurring in the documents. It is the formal study dealing with
the statements of compulsory, forbidden and permissible clauses. It can handle sentences containing negated words
like SHOULD−NOT, MUST−NOT, SHALL−NOT, COULD−NOT, WILL−NOT, etc. instead of the conventional
negation symbols as used in the other logic languages. In addition to this, it includes the other symbols that are
available in description logic.
Ontology alignment is an important concept in the ontology reuse. The semantic knowledge of an existing ontology
can be utilized for a newly constructed ontology even in a heterogeneous environment. Reusability is an important
estimation parameter in order to resolve the degree of intersection. Resolving such intersection measure poses to be
a very challenging issue since such measure depends on the underlying explicit and implicit semantic knowledge.
Distance based methods are the widely used technique for measuring the similarity measure.
In this paper, an enhanced framework is proposed which provides separate working modules for ontology
construction and ontology reuse which is otherwise known as ontology alignment. In case of ontology construction
module deontic logic based GDR technique is used for the construction of expressive ontology. There are three
different phases in the proposed framework. In the ﬁrst phase, a GDR for each concept and the different relationships
in a given ontology by recursively applying a series of derivation is generated. In the second phase, an integration
technique is applied to merge multiple GDRs in order to produce an initial integrated GDR for the given ontology.
In the third phase, a complete GDR representation of the given ontology is generated by deleting the unstable relations
for semantic measurements are done. The major objectives of the proposed framework are given below:
• To provide a stable structural ontology of the underlying knowledge using GDR
• To visualize a highly expressive ontology using the implicit knowledge
• To compute the distance deviation of two different ontologies to estimate the degree of reusability
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents a quick survey of the related works. Section 3
gives a detailed description of the proposed framework. Section 4 discusses performance analysis of the proposed
framework. The ﬁnal section gives the conclusion of the paper and few directions of future work.
2. Literature Review
Many graphical models have been introduced recently for ontology construction and alignment8–10. One among
them is the Uniﬁed Modelling Language (UML) associated with Object Constrained Language (OCL). OCL can
also be used as graphical model for representing ontologies.UML is suitable for representing explicit taxonomical
information instead of implicit non-taxonomic relationship. Semantic Link Network (SLN) provides description of
semantic relations among existing objects. SLN helps to obtain semantic richness instead of semantic correctness.
This model also fails to explain the explicitly express implicit semantic constraint. Ordered Binary Decision Diagram
(OBDD) provides generalization of binary decision trees in which every concept is converted into its NNF (negation
normal form). The existing techniques does not make use of existing measures.
Ontologymeasurement refers to the process of measuring ontologies based on ontologymeasures. Existing ontology
measures uses only the explicit semantics of ontologies to compare similarity of ontological entities and structures
explicitly expressed in ontologies. A cluster – based measure was proposed in11, which combines the minimum path
length and the taxonomical depth and deﬁnes clusters for each of the branches in the hierarchy with respect to the root
node. An ontology – based measure utilizing taxonomical features was proposed in12 without using tuning parameters
to weight the contribution of potentially scarce semantic features.
13uses a similarity function to determine a similar entity class by a matching process based on semantics and
calculates the similarity of two concepts using the relevant super-concepts and sub-concepts of the two concepts.
It provides methods to calculate the similarity of two gene products with graph-based ontology terms. Quality
measures14–18 were introduced to measure and evaluate certain ontology quality properties such as cohesion,
complexity, richness, and so forth. However, most of the existing systems for handling polymorphism of ontology
representation are limited and inefﬁcient. In this paper, we deﬁne a solution of stable semantic measurement to handle
polymorphism of ontology representation for ontology measurement and comparison.
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Fig. 1. Proposed system framework.
Analysis of earlier works
The target dataset in the form of a graphical model must provide the following features given below:
• It should have the power of explicitly expressing the semantic knowledge including the implicit kinship of
concepts and non-taxonomic relationships. The existing ontology measures must be still applicable to the model.
• The problem of polymorphism in ontology representation must be addressed in the model.
• It must satisfy the basic criteria in measurement technology so that the semantic measurement can be
automatically made based on the model.
• Automatic generation of the reuse measure from the process of structural ontology alignment must be feasible
and integrated in the alignment algorithm.
However, most of the existing graphical models discussed in the literature survey fail to satisfy the above features
of a graphical model for representing the semantics. Hence, it is necessary to devise a new technique for generating
a GDR which represents the implicit knowledge hidden and the explicit knowledge. Moreover, it is also essential to
devise some algorithms to solve the problem of polymorphism in such explicit and implicit knowledge representation.
In general, ontology can be expressed using different knowledge representation languages like logic, frames,
semantic nets, etc. Most of the existing works on ontology representation uses logic as the knowledge representation
language. The presence of implicit knowledge is attributed by the presence of non-dominant words in the target data
set. This paper aims to enhance the expressivity by identifying and processing the dominant and non-dominant words
also. Moreover, for the purpose of ontology reuse some measure of similarity computation is essential in order to
using Deontic logic, one among the modal logic providing statements such as compulsory, forbidden and permissible.
3. Proposed System Framework
GDR provides a graphical model for the semantic descriptions for text documents in this proposed framework.
The goal of generating GDRs for ontologies is to measure and compare ontologies based on their underlying GDRs
for stable semantic measurement and reuse capability. It helps to derive and understand the complete structural
semantics for the target ontology.On successful generation of a stable ontology its expressivity must be evaluated. This
expressivity measure helps in identifying the extent of representing the implicit knowledge of the text document. For
the purpose of achieving enhanced expressivity, deontic logic is used for knowledge representation before transforming
into the corresponding GDR.
The proposed framework also facilitates the extent of reusability measure by identifying the similarity between
domain ontologies. This is done by using any similarity metrics based distance, name similarity, structure, etc.
Therefore, the proposed framework provides feasible solution for ontology measurement and reuse.
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3.1 Deontic logic representation
The input given to the proposed framework is a text document from the repository. Since, deontic logic is a powerful
knowledge representation tool and deals with the statements such as obligatory, forbidden and permissible. Therefore,
the sentences in the text document can be transformed to its corresponding deontic logic format by identifying the
clauses of obligatory, forbidden and permissible statements. Once these statements are found, they can be represented
in deontic logic using the suitable constructors. Finally the format is converted into the form using the operators such
as ♦ (possible), (necessary), ∧, ∨, negation and if – then.
Rules for detecting deontic relations
Rule 1 - If x is a noun and x is related to y by attribute or part of relationship and there exists a determiner
relationship between X and Y then OBLIGATORY(X HAS Y )
Rule 2 - If x is a noun and x is related to Y by attribute or part of relationship and there is a modal relationship
between X and Y then
Rule 2.1 - If the modal relationship is MUST or SHOULD then OBLIGATORY(X HAS Y )
Rule 2.2 - If the modal relationship is CAN or WILL then PERMITTED (X HAS Y )
Rule 3 - If X is a noun and X is related to Y by part of or attribute relationship and consists of negative modal
relationship
Rule 3.1 - If the modal relationship is MUST NOT or SHOULD NOT then FORBIDDEN (X HAS Y )
Rule 3.2 - If the modal relationship is CAN NOT or WILL NOT then FORBIDDEN (X HAS Y )
Rule 4 - If X and Y are nouns and are related with propertyOf relationship OBLIGATORY (X is NOT NULL)
Rule 5 - If X and Y are noun and are related by is a relationship OBLIGATORY (X has attribute TYPE)
Rule 6 - If X and Y are nouns and X is related to Y by instance of relationship OBLIGATORY (X has instance Y )
Rule 7 - If X and Y are nouns and X is related to Y by contains relationship OBLIGATORY (X HAS Y )
3.2 Graph derivation representation (GDR)
The second working module includes GDR with three major sub modules namely GDR Generation, Integration
and Elimination of Technical Barriers. This module generates the GDR by identifying the axioms present in the
deontic logic. The graph derivation process is conducted in three phases based on the three mapping functions ρ,
λ and η. In the ﬁrst phase, each axiom and assertion is indexed with positive integers. The GO is originally set to
empty, and has no vertex and relation. Then, each axiom/assertion α is examined and the GDR (denoted as Gα)
is generated for each α. Once the GDR for each axiom/assertion is generated, the second phase is started, which
integrates each GDR into GO by the integration operation. The integrated (but untreated) GDR for the given ontology
is obtained at the end of the second phase. In the third phase, GO is treated by eliminating cycles of class inheritance
and non-direct relations with transitive property. The ﬁnal complete GDR is obtained from the second workingmodule.
In the proposed framework, the integrated GDR is found to be highly stable by avoiding the polymorphic objects. This
is evident from the estimation of the stability factor. The Stability Factor is deﬁned as.,
S = {GO1,GO2, . . . ,GOn} (1)
Such that GOn = {VOn, EOn, ρ, λ, η}.
– VO is a ﬁnite set of vertices, where each vertex is a unique positive integer.
– EO ⊆ VO × VO is a set of edges.
– ρ : C → VO is a mapping function, where C is the set of the deﬁned concepts and individual instances in O.
– λ: A → EO ∪ VO is a mapping function, where A is the set of axioms/assertions in O.
– η is a labelling function that assigns a set of literal names η(i) ⊆ NL to each vertex i ∈ VO , and a set of literal
names η(i, j) ⊆ NP to each edge (i, j) ∈ EO , where NL = NC ∪ NI , and NC , NI and NP are the sets of literal
names of concepts, individual instances and roles, respectively.
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3.3 Expressivity measurement
Ontology measures are selected based on the measurement entities such as Fine – grained entities and Coarse –
grained entities. Fine – grained are the basic elements of ontologies such as concepts/classes, properties, binary
relations, axioms and instances. Coarse – grained are the other ontological elements such as Fanin, Fanout and Path.
However, in the proposed framework only ﬁne – grained ontology elements are analyzed. Considering the coarse –
grained elements in the ontology structure like fanin, fanout, and path are analyzed in the future work. The following
measures are calculated for expressivity estimation which uses some of the measurement entities such as classes,
properties and axioms.
For any ontology, Oi where i = 1 to n (and Oi in repository), the following parameters are calculated.
NOC (number of classes) : NOC(O) = |SC|, where SC = set of classes. (2)
NOP (number of properties) : NOP(O) = |SP|, where SP = set of properties. (3)
NOA (number of axioms) : NOA(O) = |SA|,where SA = set of axioms. (4)
On successful calculation of the number of classes, properties and axioms from equations 3,4 and 5, the expressivity
measure of an particular ontology for a dataset is given by,
E(Oi ) = Stat(Oi ) (5)
where
Stat(Oi ) = |NOCi |. (6)
Moreover, any two ontologies can be compared by using this E(Oi ) measure in order to ﬁnd out the deviations
in their expressiveness. Such measure can be estimated recursively using user deﬁned functions or procedures. The
Expressiveness (E) of ontology can be determined by obtaining the Statistics (Stat) of each and every ontology. For
any two ontologies from the repository,
E(Oi , Oj ) =
{
0, if Stat(Oi ) < Stat(Oj )
1, Otherwise
(7)
3.4 Reuse measure
This module in the proposed framework concentrates on the second objective of estimating the reuse measure. This
component includes three sub modules such as Sub-ontology detection,Maximal common subgraph determination and
distance similarity. The input to this module is an ontology repository. The effectiveness of technique of knowledge
representation using GDR can be computed by aligning the constructed ontologies. Such ontology alignment is based
on two aspects namely sub-ontology detection and measuring the semantic similarity between two ontologies.
3.4.1 Sub-ontology detection
Sub-ontology detection is the process of ﬁnding whether one ontology is the sub-ontology of the other. From the
graphical perspective, Ontology Oi is a sub-ontology of Oj iff GOi is a subgraph of GOj . GOi is a subgraph of GOj ,
and denoted as GOi ⊆ GOj , iff there exists an injective function sub:
VOi → VOj
Such that:
– For any vertex m ∈ Voi , η1(m) ⊆ η2(sub(m)).
– For any edge (m, n) ∈ EOi , η1(m, n) ⊆ η2(sub(m), sub(n)).
By testing the inclusion relationship between the sets of labels of vertices and edges from the two GDRs, it can
easily be concluded that one ontology is a sub-ontology of another ontology (i.e. one graph is a subgraph of another).
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3.4.2 Maximal common subgraph detection
Measuring the similarity between two ontologies is possible only when the two graphs are isomorphic (or) one
graph is the subgraph of the other (or)maximal common subgraph is obtained. When these constraints are satisﬁed,
we can make use of the distance metric to compute the similarity between two graphs. Let mcs (GOi ,GOj ) denote the
maximal common subgraph of the two GDRs, GOi and GOj . Let |GO | denote the number of vertices of a graph GO
(i.e. |VO |). GOi is a subgraph of GOj , denoted as GOi ⊆ GOj , iff there exists an injective function sub:
VOi → VOj
Such that:
– For any vertex m ∈ Voi , η1(m) ⊆ η2(sub(m)).
– For any edge (m, n) ∈ EOi , η1(m, n) ⊆ η2(sub(m), sub(n)).
By testing the inclusion relationship between the sets of labels of vertices and edges from the two GDRs, we can easily
conclude that one ontology is sub-ontology of another ontology.
3.4.3 Distance similarity
In this module, the ﬁnal objective of the extent of reuse is measures. This is facilitated by using distance
measures. The distance metric between GO1 and GO2, is denoted by d(GOi , GOj ), can be formally deﬁned as
follows.
d(GOi ,GOj ) = 1 − #mcs(GOi ,GOj )
max(#VOi , #VOj )
(8)
GOa ⊆ GOi and GOb ⊆ GOj
GOi = {VOi , EOi , ρ, λ, η} and GOj = {VOj , EOj , ρ, λ, η
GOa is a subgraph of GOi and GOb is a subgraph of GOj i.e., GOa ⊆ GOi and GOb ⊆ GOj .
Where GOi = {VOi , EOi , ρ, λ, η} and GOj = {VOj , EOj , ρ, λ, η} and GOa = {VOa, EOa, ρ, λ, η} and GOb =
{VOb, EOb, ρ, λ, η} where Voi , Voj be the no of vertices in Ontology Oi and Ontology Oj .
mcs = max(#VOa, #VOb) (9)
If GOa ⊆ GOi and GOb ⊆ GOj and Goa is logically equivalent to Gob. i.e., GOa ≡ GOb and VOa be the no of
vertices in GOa and VOb be the no of vertices in GOb.
If the distance similarity between two ontologies is zero (i.e., 0.000), then they represent the same semantic
knowledge in the same domain. If an ontology has been detected as a sub-ontology of another ontology, they represent
the same domain, but the knowledge scopes they cover in the domain are possibly different. The degree to which
the sub-ontology covers the knowledge scope compared with the ontology, is the distance similarity between them
subtracted by 1. The larger the similarity between them is, the less knowledge scope the sub-ontology will cover.
If the distance similarity between two ontologies is 1.000, then they represent the different semantic knowledge in
different domains. If the distance similarity between two ontologies is larger than 0.000 but less than 1.000, then the
partial semantic knowledge that they carry are overlapped.
4. Performance Evaluation and Result Discussions
4.1 Experiment methodology
The proposed framework is tested for various domain ontologies available in the UCI repository [http://archive.ics.
uci.edu/ml/]. The framework is tested for medical domain initially. In the repository, the underlying text documents
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Table 1. Ontology comparison – UML-GM, GDR-DL and GDR-DEOL.
No of classes (NOC) No of properties (NOP) No of axioms (NOA)
Dataset UML-GM GDR-DL GDR-DEOL UML-GM GDR-DL GDR-DEOL UML-GM GDR-DL GDR-DEOL
BC 286 302 330 9 9 12 250 280 283
BT 106 170 210 10 10 15 125 150 157
CT 212 249 270 23 23 27 230 260 280
DT 102 196 260 20 20 25 140 140 253
HD 303 415 450 3 3 7 219 396 467
IR 150 272 300 4 4 8 120 302 293
Fig. 2. Performance evaluation – stability measurement
are pre-processed to convert the statements into a suitable format19,20. Once an expressive ontology is produced, it is
compared with ontology taken from repository in order to determine the reuse measure of ontologies. The ontological
elements of diabetes can be reused by some other ontologies. This is possible by determining the similarity of diabetes
with the other ontologies such as Breast Cancer (BC), Breast Tissue (BT), Cardiotocography (CT), Heart Disease
(HD), Iris (IR) etc.
4.2 Stability measurement
The GDRs obtained for the given text document are said to stable when the issues of cyclic inheritance and
non-direct relations due to transitive property resolution as discussed in section 3.1. Stability is determined by
combining the integration and treatment of the GDRs. Integration (I) of GDRs can be done by employing the following
equation:
Go =
n∑
i=1
Gαi (10)
Table 1 provides Ontology measurement values for stability estimation based on UML-GM, GDR-DL using DL
(Description Logic) and GDR-DEOL using Deontic Logic. The analysis of the Table 3, is that the GDRs generated
using Deontic logic producesmore number of classes, properties and axioms compared to the other two models namely
UML-GM and GDR-DL using DL. The reason for producing more number of classes is that, since deontic logic is
highly expressive in nature which considers not only the dominant words but also the non-dominant words also. If the
input dataset contains more non-dominant words, the other models as per the literature survey cannot produce correct
concepts, properties and relationships. Therefore, the proposed framework consisting of GDR using Deontic Logic are
useful for determining stable and expressive ontologies.
The corresponding graphical results of Table 1 is shown above. The above graph represents the expressivity and
stability of the exemplar ontologies based on the results computed using UML-GM, GDR-DL, GDR-DEOL. From the
graphical results, it is evident that GDR-DEOL provides the maximum expressivity computed based on the number of
classes in the exemplar ontologies.
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Table 2. Ontology similarity comparison based on GDR-DEOL.
Dataset BC BT CT DT HD IR
BC 1 0.850 0.328 0.157 0.187 0
BT 0.850 1 0.357 0.198 0.207 0
CT 0.328 0.357 1 0.128 0.648 0
DT 0.157 0.198 0.128 1 0.138 0
HD 0.187 0.207 0.648 0.138 1 0
IR 0 0 0 0 0 1
Fig. 3. Performance evaluation – reuse measure.
4.3 Reuse measure
The ontological elements of diabetes can be reused by some other domain ontologies if any. This is possible by
determining the similarity of diabetes with the other ontologies such as Breast Cancer (BC), Breast Tissue (BT),
Cardiotocography (CT), Heart Disease (HD), Iris (IR) etc. The reuse measure is estimated as described in section 3.4.
Table 2 determines the similarity results computed for various ontologies. If the distance similarity between two
ontologies is zero (i.e., 0.000), then they represent the same semantic knowledge in the same domain. If ontology
has been detected as sub-ontology of another ontology, they represent the same domain, but the knowledge scopes
they cover in the domain are possibly different. The degree, to which the sub-ontology covers the knowledge scope
compared with the ontology, is the distance similarity between them subtracted by 1. The larger the similarity between
them is, the less knowledge scope the sub-ontology will cover. If the distance similarity between two ontologies is
1.000, then they represent the different semantic knowledge in different domains. If the distance similarity between two
ontologies is larger than 0.000 but less than 1.000, then the partial semantic knowledge that they carry are overlapped.
The above graph shows the similarity measures computed using the distance metric. From the graphical results it
is evident that the proposed framework using deontic logic for stability, expressivity measurement and reuse measure
has achieved better results for diabetes dataset. Based on the reuse measures the property of reusability of ontology
can be achieved.
Conclusion
The problem of resolving polymorphic objects and the reusability estimation had been a challenging area. The
framework for computing the expressivity and reusability in this paper utilizes a highly expressive knowledge
representation language called deontic logic. On applying such logic for processing input dataset, the implicit
knowledge is also identiﬁed in addition to the explicit knowledge.Moreover, the extent of reusability is also addressed
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in this paper. Such extent is determined using distance measures in this paper and the reusability measure is estimated
accurately. The future work of expressivity and reusability shall focus on using a different logic based knowledge
representation language for heterogeneous datasets.
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